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The Theater
of Sensations
combined the
AYP's theme
with the Pay
Streak's gaudy
style.
fir trees. The theatrical sound of war
escaped the building but not the
pyrotechnics. Visitors paid two bits
for a seat inside.
From this point a line of mixed
attractions extended to the gondola
landing on Portage Bay. At this
southern end of the strip were the
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quent fireworks displays and bargain
fish dinners.
The concession proprietors on
Pay Streak did their own excavating,
designed and built their own fandful
structures, hired their performers
and then through the 108 days of
the A YP barked for the crowd's
support.
Between the Battle of Gettysburg
and Portage Bay the excitement fed
the imagination. Visitors could ride
the Magic Swing, the Fail)' Gorge
Tickler, the Vacuum Tube Railway
or the more prosaic Ferris wheel. Or
they could adventure down the
Street of Cairo (seen at the left of the
"then" photo), brave the Yukon or
visit the Uve Game Exhibit. The
crowd's more bizarre interests were

Pay Streak
Crowds paid the price
for a glimpse of the exotic
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o:-vn the garish Pay Streak of
the 1909 Alaska Yukon and
Pacific Exposition the crushing crowd moved from novelty to
novelty, generating its own human
heat.
The strip was the popular hub of
the exposition held at the University
of Washington. And it was the flip
side of the Arctic Circle, a cool
arrangement of snow white classical
monuments that encouraged meditative strolling. (The Arctic Circle

was featured in last week's Now and
Then.)
But it was Pay Streak where the
crowds gathered, and where everything had its price. The admission
through the main gate of the exposition was 50 cents for adults and 25
cents for children. But to enjoy the
exotic sights of Pay Streak visitors
had to dig still deeper into their
pockets, and some complained the
added 'costs ranging from five to 50
cents inside were more than a
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manage for
But pay they did. And the
crowd's choices were varied, sensational and even today sound irresistible.
The Battle of Gettysburg was
regularly re-enacted inside a two
story circular auditorium, appropri·
ately at the present site of the UW's
TV and Drama Building. It can be
seen at the near center of this week's
primary image, just to the left of the

toward its northern end. On the right
is the jungle compound that featured
what was perhaps the most popular
attraction of the entire ·AYP, the
!garrotes. A few of the primitives
from the Philippines wearing loin·
cloths stand beneath the !garrotes
sign as a tease for the packed
crowd. The barker encouraged them
to pay up the admission price and
enter behind the thatched front for a
complete view of their native habits.
The !garrotes stirred some local
commotions. First, they were dog
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authenticity shocked many of the
properly costumed visitors. A special

committee of local leaders, including
Judge Thomas Burke and Presbyterian minister Mark Matthews, was
formed to determine the exact moral
status of the scanty covering. Either
the exhibitionist or the cosmopolitan
spirit of the Pay Streak prevailed and
the loincloths were declared proper
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photo
was taken from the fourth floor of
the genetics wing of the University's
Health Science complex. The view is
to the north and in line with what
was the Pay Streak. If the !garrotes
were still with us, their compound
would be in the immediate fore·
ground of our " now" view.
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Theater of Sensations. And for a few
extra coins Albert the Educated
Horse was on hand to answer
questions.
Pay Streak ran one block east
and parallel to 15th Avenue North·
east, the western border of the
university. It started at the Klondike
Circle, a ring of buildings near the
main gate at the present site of 40th
Street entrance to the UW.
Our view of the Pay Streak is

The contemporary view is from the J-wing of the University's Health
Sciences complex across Pacific Avenue and the Burke Gilman Trail to
Kincaid Hall.
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